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COURSE LOGISTICS
Coaching Essentials 

Fieldwork - Action Learning

Strategic Internal Program,

Fieldwork and Capstone

MODULE ONE

MODULE THREE

Leaders, managers, professionals, aspiring coaches,
and/or internal consultants/clinicians who want to
increase their ability to create a climate for optimal
performance, build a more trusting and empowering
environment, as well as, to foster a culture of coaching.

Who should attend?

Curriculum
This is a full-immersion program, where you will be
provided a safe, experiential environment that enhances
your personal and professional development as a coach.
The program also provides you the opportunity to coach
and be coached. We subscribe to the principle of spaced
learning, delivering the program in three modules that
build on each other: The Coaching Essentials, Advance
Coaching and the Capstone module.

Best in Class Faculty
This program is led by an ICF Master
Certified Coach. All faculty and coaches are
practicing ICF credentialed coaches, with
internal coaching experience.

Additional Faculty include:   Jane Bishop, PCC, Brian Alvo, ACC,
Matt Kersey, ACC, Maureen Frazer-Monroe, ACC, Bronson Edwards,
PCC, Horace McCormick, BCC, et-al.

This is a highly experiential coach training program built on
adult-learning principles. It is competency based,
organizationally relevant and intentionally practical. Theory
is mixed with reflection, discussion and practice, allowing
you to conceptualize, synthesize and apply learning in real
scenarios. Coaches who are trained in an ICF-approved
program represent the gold standard of coaches.

Coaching Inside
Organizations

Upon completion of the
program, including the
practicum, participants will
receive the designation of
Certified Professional Coach.

ICF MEMEBERSHIPCERTIFICATION
Once enrolled in this
program, participants are
eligible to become
members of the
International Coach
Federation (ICF).

Includes Virtual Group Supervision and Personal Individual Coaching.

Together these modules prepare the
participant to engage in successful coaching
conversations that, foster genuine
connections and facilitate the development
of potential. In addition to coaching skills,
participants will learn various frameworks and
techniques that can be put into practice
immediately.

AN APPROVED INTERNATIONAL COACHING
FEDERATION CERTIFICATION PROGRAM

Dr. Sackeena Gordon-Jones, MCC is the
president and chief coaching officer of
Transformation Edge Coaching & Consulting,
LLC,. She works nationally and internationally with
leaders as a coach, consultant and trainer.
Sackeena has trained over 400 coaches and
leaders across various industries, as well as,
private, government and non-profit sectors. She
has designed and facilitated highly successful
leadership and coach development programs for
clients and is the director of the Business and
Professional ICF Accredited Coach Training
programs delivered privately for organizations, or
as open enrollment. When not training coaches,
Sackeena provides executive and personal
coaching to help leaders transform and play to
their edge.

Advanced Coaching

Fieldwork - Action Learning

MODULE TWO


